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Abstract

In this paper, we study thetime-bounded reachability problemfor rectangu-
lar hybrid automata with non-negative rates (RHA≥0). This problem was recently
shown to be decidable [5] (even though theunboundedreachability problem for
even very simple classes of hybrid automata is well-known tobe undecidable).
However, [5] does not provide a precise characterisation ofthe complexity of the
time-bounded reachability problem. The contribution of the present paper is three-
fold. First, we provide a new NEXPTIME algorithm to solve the timed-bounded
reachability problem on RHA≥0. This algorithm improves on the one of [5] by
at least one exponential. Second, we show that this new algorithm is optimal, by
establishing a matching lower bound: time-bounded reachability for RHA ≥0 is
therefore NEXPTIME-complete. Third, we extend these results in a practical di-
rection, by showing that we can effectively compute fixpoints that characterise the
sets of states that are reachable (resp. co-reachable) within T time units from a
given starting state.

1 Introduction

Hybrid systemsform a general class of systems that mixcontinuousanddiscretebe-
haviors. Examples of hybrid systems abound in our everyday life, particularly in appli-
cations where an (inherently discrete) computer system must interact with a continuous
environment. The need for modeling hybrid systems is obvious, together with methods
to analyse those systems.

Hybrid automataare arguably among the most prominent families of models for
hybrid systems [7]. Syntactically, a hybrid automaton is a finite automaton (to model
the discrete part of the system) augmented with a finite set ofreal-valued variables (to
model the continuous part of the system). Those variables evolve with time elapsing,
at a rate which is given by a flow function that depends on the current location of the
automaton. The theory of hybrid automata has been well developed for about 20 years,
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and tools to analyse them are readily available, see for instance HYTECH [8, 9] and
PHAVER [6].

Hybrid automata are thus a class of powerful models, yet their high expressiveness
comes at a price, in the sense that the undecidability barrier is rapidly hit. Simple
reachability propertiesare undecidable even for the restricted subclass ofstopwatch
automata, where the rate of growth of each variable stays constant in all locations and
is restricted to either0 or 1 (see [10] for a survey).

On the other hand, a recent and successful line of research inthe setting oftimed
automatahas outlined the benefits of investigatingtimed-bounded variantsof classical
properties [12, 14]. For instance, whilelanguage inclusionis, in general undecidable
for timed automata, it becomes decidable when considering only executions ofbounded
duration[14].

In a recent work [5] we have investigated the decidability oftime-bounded reach-
ability for rectangular hybrid automata (i.e., is a given state reachable by an execution
of duration at mostT ? for a givenT ). We have shown thattime-boundedreachability
is decidablefor rectangular hybrid automata with non-negative rates(RHA≥0), while
it is well-known [10] that (plain, time unbounded) reachability is not for this class.
We have also shown that the decidability frontier is quite sharp in the sense that time-
bounded reachability becomesundecidableonce we allow eitherdiagonal constraints
in the guards ornegative rates.

To obtain decidability of time-bounded reachability for RHA≥0, we rely, in [5],
on acontraction operatorthat applies to runs, and allows to derive, from any run of
duration at mostT of an RHA≥0 H, an equivalent run that reaches thesame state, but
whose length (in terms of number of discrete transitions) isuniformly boundedby a
functionF of the size ofH andT . Hence, deciding reachability withinT time units
reduces to exploring runs of bounded lengths only, which is feasible algorithmically
(see [5] for the details). However, this previous work does not contain a precise char-
acterisation of the complexity of time-bounded reachability. Clearly, an upper bound
on the complexity depends on the boundF on the length of the runs that need to be
explored.

In the present work, we revisit and extend our previous results [5] in several direc-
tions, both from the theoretical and the practical point of view. First, we completely
revisit the definition of thecontraction operatorand obtain a new operator that allows
to derive asingly exponential upper boundon the lengths of the runs that need to be
considered, while the operator in [5] yields an upper bound that is at least doubly expo-
nential. Our new contraction operator thus provides us withan NEXPTIME algorithm
that improves on the algorithm of [5] by at least one exponential. Second, we show
that this new algorithm is optimal, by establishing a matching lower bound. Hence,
time-bounded reachability for RHA≥0 is NEXPTIME-complete. Third, we extend those
results towards more practical concerns, by showing that wecan effectively compute
fixpointsthat characterise the set of states that are reachable (resp. co-reachable) within
T time units, from a given state. The time needed to compute them is at most doubly
exponential in the size of the RHA≥0 and the boundT . Fourth, we apply those ideas to
two examplesof RHA≥0 for which the classical (time-unbounded) forward and back-
ward fixpoints do not terminate. We show that, in those examples, the sets of states that
are time-bounded reachable is computable in practice, for values of the time bound that
allow us to derivemeaningful properties.

This brief summary of the results outlines the structure of the paper. Remark that,
by lack of space, some more technical proofs have been moved to the appendix.
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2 Definitions

Let I be the set of intervals of real numbers with endpoints inZ ∪ {−∞,+∞}. Let
X be a set of continuous variables, and letẊ = {ẋ | x ∈ X} be the set dotted
variables, corresponding to variable first derivatives. Arectangular constraintoverX
is an expression of the formx ∈ I wherex belongs toX andI to I. A diagonal
constraintoverX is a constraint of the formx − y ∼ c wherex, y belong toX , c
to Z, and∼ is in {<,≤,=,≥, >}. Finite conjunctions of diagonal and rectangular
constraints overX are calledguards, overẊ they are calledrate constraints. A guard
or rate constraint isrectangularif all its constraints are rectangular. We denote by
G (X) andR (X) respectively the sets of guards and rate constraints overX .

Linear, rectangular and singular hybrid automata A linear hybrid automaton
(LHA) is a tupleH = (X,Loc,Edges,Rates, Inv, Init) whereX = {x1, . . . , x|X|}
is a finite set of continuousvariables ; Loc is a finite set oflocations; Edges ⊆
Loc × G (X) × 2X × Loc is a finite set ofedges; Rates : Loc 7→ R (X) assigns
to each location a constraint on thepossible variable rates; Inv : Loc 7→ G (X) as-
signs aninvariant to each location; andInit ⊆ Loc is a set of initial locations. For
an edgee = (ℓ, g, Y, ℓ′), we denote bysrc (e) andtrg (e) the locationℓ andℓ′ respec-
tively, g is called theguardof e andY is theresetset ofe. In the sequel, we denote
by rmax andcmax the maximal constant occurring respectively in the constraints of
{Rates(ℓ) | ℓ ∈ Loc} and of{Rates(ℓ) | ℓ ∈ Loc} ∪ {g | ∃(ℓ, g, Y, ℓ′) ∈ Edges}.

An LHA is non-negative rateif for all variablesx, for all locationsℓ, the constraint
Rates(ℓ) implies thatẋmust be non-negative. Arectangular hybrid automaton(RHA)
is a linear hybrid automaton in which all guards, rates, and invariants are rectangular.
In the case of RHA, we view rate constraints as functionsRates : Loc × X → I
that associate with each locationℓ and each variablex an interval of possible rates
Rates(ℓ)(x). A singular hybrid automaton(SHA) is an RHA s.t. for all locationsℓ
and for all variablesx: Rates(ℓ)(x) is a singleton. We use the shorthands RHA≥0 and
SHA≥0 for non-negative ratesRHA and SHA respectively.

LHA semantics A valuationof a set of variablesX is a functionν : X 7→ R. We
denote by0 the valuation that assigns0 to each variable.

Given an LHAH = (X,Loc,Edges,Rates, Inv, Init, X), a stateof H is a pair
(ℓ, ν), whereℓ ∈ Loc andν is a valuation ofX . The semantics ofH is defined as
follows. Given a states = (ℓ, ν) of H, anedge step(ℓ, ν)

e
−→ (ℓ′, ν′) can occur and

change the state to(ℓ′, ν′) if e = (ℓ, g, Y, ℓ′) ∈ Edges, ν |= g, ν′(x) = ν(x) for all
x 6∈ Y , andν′(x) = 0 for all x ∈ Y ; given a time delayt ∈ R

+, a continuous time

step(ℓ, ν)
t
−→ (ℓ, ν′) can occur and change the state to(ℓ, ν′) if there exists a vector

r = (r1, . . . r|X|) such thatr |= Rates(ℓ), ν′ = ν + (r · t), andν + (r · t′) |= Inv(ℓ)
for all 0 ≤ t′ ≤ t.

A pathinH is a finite sequencee1, e2, . . . , en of edges such thattrg (ei) = src (ei+1)
for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1. A timed pathof H is a finite sequence of the formπ =
(t1, e1), (t2, e2), . . . , (tn, en), such thate1, . . . , en is a path inH andti ∈ R

+ for all
0 ≤ i ≤ n. For allk, ℓ, we denote byπ[k : ℓ] the maximal portion(ti, ei), (ti+1, ei+1),
. . . , (tj , ej) of π s.t. {i, i + 1, . . . , j} ⊆ [k, ℓ] (remark that the interval[k, ℓ] could be
empty, thenπ[k : ℓ] is empty too). Given a timed pathπ = (t1, e1), (t2, e2), . . . , (tn, en)
of an SHA, we letEffect (π) =

∑n
i=1 Rates(ℓi−1) · ti be theeffect ofπ (where

ℓi = src (ei) for 1 ≤ i ≤ n).
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A run in H is a sequences0, (t1, e1), s1, (t2, e2), . . . , (tn, en), sn such that:

• (t1, e1), (t2, e2), . . . , (tn, en) is a timed path inH, and

• for all 0 ≤ i < n, there exists a states′i of H with si
ti+1

−−→ s′i
ei+1

−−−→ si+1.

Given a runρ = s0, (t1, e1), . . . , sn, let first (ρ) = s0 = (ℓ0, ν0), last (ρ) = sn,
duration (ρ) =

∑n
i=1 ti, and |ρ| = n + 1. We say thatρ is T-time-bounded(for

T ∈ N) if duration (ρ) ≤ T. Given two runsρ = s0, (t1, e1), . . . , (tn, en), sn
and ρ′ = s′0, (t

′
1, e
′
1), . . . , (t

′
k, e
′
k), s

′
k with sn = s′0, we let ρ · ρ′ denote the run

s0, (t1, e1), . . . , (tn, en), sn, (t
′
1, e
′
1), . . . , (t

′
k, e
′
k), s

′
k.

Note that a unique timed pathTPath (ρ) = (t1, e1), (t2, e2), . . . ,
(tn, en), is associated with each runρ = s0, (t1, e1), s1, . . . ,
(tn, en), sn. Hence, we sometimes abuse notation and denote a runρ with first (ρ) =

s0, last (ρ) = s andTPath (ρ) = π by s0
π
−→ s. The converse however is not true:

given a timed pathπ and an initial states0, it could be impossible to build a run starting
from s0 and followingπ because some guards or invariants alongπ might be violated.
However, if such a run exists it is necessarily uniquewhen the automaton is singular.
In that case, we denote byRun (s0, π) the function that returns the unique runρ such
thatfirst (ρ) = s0 andTPath (ρ) = π if it exists, and⊥ otherwise. Remark that, when
consider an SHA: ifρ = (ℓ0, ν0)

π
−→ (ℓn, νn) is a run, then for allx that isnot reset

alongρ: νn(x) = ν0(x) + Effect (π) (x).

Time-bounded reachability problem for LHA While the reachability problem asks
whether there exists a run reaching a given goal location, weare only interested in runs
havingbounded duration.

Problem 1 (Time-bounded reachability problem) Given an LHAH = (X,Loc,
Edges,Rates, Inv, Init), a locationGoal ∈ Loc and a time boundT ∈ N, the
time-bounded reachability problemis to decide whether there exists a finite runρ =
(ℓ0,0)

π
−→ (Goal, ·) ofH with ℓ0 ∈ Init andduration (ρ) ≤ T.

This problem is known to be decidable [5] for RHA≥0, but its exact complexity is,
so far, unknown. We prove in Section 4 (thanks to the results of Section 3) that it is
NEXPTIME-complete. This problem is known to become undecidable oncewe allow
either diagonal constraints in the guards, or negative and positive rates to occur in the
LHA [5].

A more general problem that is relevant in practice, is to compute a symbolic repre-
sentation of all the states that are reachable in at mostT time units. Here, by ‘symbolic
representation’ we mean a finite representation of the set ofstates that can be manip-
ulated algorithmically. This problem, together with the definition of such a such a
symbolic representation, will be addressed in Section 5.

Let us illustrate, by means of the RHA≥0 H in Fig. 1, the difficulties encoun-
tered when computing the reachable states of a RHA≥0. Let us characterise the set
Reachℓ1(s0) of all states of the form(ℓ1, ν) that are reachable froms0. It is easy to see
thatReachℓ1(s0) = {(ℓ1, (0,

1
2n )) | n ∈ N0}. Moreover, observe that, for alln ∈ N0,

(ℓ1, (0,
1
2n )) is reachable froms0 by one and only one run, of duration(n − 1) + 1

2n ,
and that the number of bits necessary to encode those states grows linearly with the
length of the run. This examples shows that finding an adequate, compact and effective
representation (such as regions in the case of Timed Automata [2]) for the set of reach-
able of an RHA≥0 is not trivial (and, in full generality, impossible becausereachability
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ẋ = 2
ẏ = 1

ẋ = 1
ẏ = 1

ℓ0 ℓ1

y = 1

y := 0

x = 1

x := 0

Figure 1: A simple hybrid automaton.

is undecidable for this class). Nevertheless, in Section 5,we show that, in an RHA≥0,
an effective representation of the set of states that are reachablewithinT time unitscan
be computed.

3 Contracting runs

In this section, we describe acontraction operator. Given an RHAH, and one of its
timed pathsπ of arbitrary length but of duration≤ T, the contraction operator builds
a timed pathCnt∗ (π) that reaches the same state asπ, but whose size is uniformly
bounded by a function ofT, and of the size ofH. This operator is central to prove
correctness of the algorithms for time-bounded reachability in sections 4 and 5. Since
Problem 1 is undecidable if both positive and negative ratesare allowed [5], we restrict
our attention to RHA with non negative rates. Moreover, for the sake of clarity, all
the results presented in this section are limited tosingular hybrid automata, but they
extend easily to RHA≥0 as we will see later. Thus, from now one, we fix an SHA≥0

H = (X,Loc,Edges,Rates, Inv, Init).

Self loops The first step of our construction consists in adding, on eachlocationℓ of
H, a self-loop(ℓ, true, ∅, ℓ). The resulting SHA≥0 is calledH′. Those self-loops al-
low to split runs ofH′ into portions of arbitrary small delays, because ifH′ admits a run
of the form(ℓ, ν), (t1 + t2, e), s, it also admits the run(ℓ, ν), (t1, e′), (ℓ, ν′), (t2, e), s,
wheree′ is the self loop onℓ. Yet, this construction preserves (time-bounded) reacha-
bility:

Lemma 1 Every run ofH is also a run ofH′. Conversely, ifH′ admits a runρ′ with
first (ρ′) = s1 and last (ρ′) = s2, thenH admits a runρ with ρ with first (ρ) = s1
last (ρ) = s2, duration (ρ) = duration (ρ′) and |ρ| ≤ |ρ′|. Moreover, for each runρ
of H′, there exists a runρ′ = ρ1 · ρ2 · · · ρn of H′ s.t. n ≤ duration (ρ) × rmax + 1,
first (ρ) = first (ρ′), last (ρ) = last (ρ′), duration (ρ) = duration (ρ′) and, for all
1 ≤ i ≤ n: duration (ρi) < 1

rmax .

Hybrid automaton with regions Let us describe a second construction that ap-
plies to the syntax of the hybrid automaton, and consists, roughly speaking, in en-
coding the integral part of the variable valuations in the locations. LetReg (cmax) =
(

{[a, a], (a − 1, a) | a ∈ {1, . . . , cmax}} ∪ {0=,0+, (cmax,+∞)}
)X

be the set
of regions, and further letReg (cmax, X) denote the set of all functionsr : X 7→
Reg (cmax) that assign a region to each variable. By abuse of language, we sometimes
call regionselements ofReg (cmax, X) too. Remark that the definition ofReg (cmax, X)
differs from the classical regions [2] by the absence of[0, 0] which is replaced by two
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symbols:0= and0+, and by the fact that no information is retained about the relative
values of the fractional parts of the variables. The difference between0= and0+ is
elucidated later (see Lemma 3). When testing for membershipto a region,0+ and
0= should be interpreted as[0, 0], i.e., v ∈ 0+ andv ∈ 0= hold iff v = 0. Given
a valuationν of the set of variableX , andr ∈ Reg (cmax, X), we let ν ∈ r iff
ν(x) ∈ r(x) for all x, and, provided thatν > 0, we denote by[ν] the (unique) ele-
ment fromReg (cmax, X) s.t. ν ∈ [ν]. Remark that for all sets of variableX and all
maximal constantscmax: |Reg (cmax, X) | ≤ (2 × (cmax + 1))|X|. Let r1 andr2
be two regions inReg (cmax, X), and letv : X 7→ R be a function assigning a rate
v(x) to each variablex. Then, we say thatr2 is a time successor ofr1 underv (written
r1 ≤v

ts r2) iff there areν1 ∈ r1, ν2 ∈ r2 and a time delayt s.t.ν2 = ν1 + t · v. Remark
that, by this definition, we can haver1 ≤v

ts r2, r1(x) = 0= andr2(x) = 0+ for some
clockx (for instance, ifv(x) = 0).

Let us now explain how we label the locations ofH′ by regions. We letR (H′) =
(X,Loc′,Edges′,Rates′, Inv′, Init′) be the SHA≥0 where:

• Loc′ = Loc× Reg (cmax, X)

• for all (ℓ, r) ∈ Loc′: Rates′(ℓ, r) = Rates(ℓ)

• for all (ℓ, r) ∈ Loc′: Inv(ℓ, r) = Inv(ℓ) ∧
∧

x:r(x)=0= x = 0

• There is an edgee′ =
(

(ℓ, r), g ∧ x ∈ r′′ ∧ g0, Y, (ℓ′, r′)
)

in Edges′ iff there are

an edgee = (ℓ, g, Y, ℓ′) in Edges and a regionr′′ s.t.: r ≤
Rates(ℓ)
ts r′′, for all

x 6∈ Y : r′(x) = r′′(x), for all x ∈ Y : r′(x) ∈ {0=,0+} andg0 =
∧

x∈X g0(x)
where:

∀x ∈ X : g0(x) =







x = 0 if r(x) = 0=

x > 0 if r(x) = 0+

true otherwise
(1)

in this case, we say thate is the (unique) edge ofH′ correspondingto e′. Sym-
metrically,e′ is the only edge corresponding toe between locations(ℓ, r) and
(ℓ′, r′).

• Init′ = Init× {0=,0+}X

It is easy to see that this construction incurs an exponential blow up in the number of
locations. More precisely:

|Loc′| ≤ |Loc| × |Reg (cmax, X) |

= |Loc| × (2× (cmax + 1))|X| (2)

Let us prove that this construction preserves reachabilityof states:

Lemma 2 Let s = (ℓ, ν) ands′ = (ℓ′, ν′) be two states ofH′. Then,H′ admits a run
ρ with first (ρ) = s and last (ρ) = s′ iff there arer andr′ s.t. R (H′) admits a runρ′

with first (ρ′) = ((ℓ, r), ν), last (ρ′) = ((ℓ′, r′), ν′), duration (ρ) = duration (ρ′) and
|ρ| = |ρ′|.

Intuitively, the regions that label locations inR (H′) are intended to track the region
to which each variable belongs when entering the location. However, in the case where
a variablex enters a location with value0, we also need to remember whetherx is
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still null when crossing the next edge (for reasons that willbe made clear later). This
explains why we have two regions,0= and0+, corresponding to value0. They encode
respectively the fact that the variable is null (strictly positive) when leaving the location.

Formally, we say that a runρ = ((ℓ0, r0), ν0), (t1, e1), ((ℓ1, r1), ν1), . . . , (tn, en),
((ℓn, rn), νn) of R (H′) is region consistentiff (i) for all 0 ≤ i ≤ n: νi ∈ ri
and (ii) for all 0 ≤ i ≤ n − 1, for all x ∈ X : ri(x) = 0= implies νi(x) +
ti+1 × Rates(ℓi)(x) = 0 andri(x) = 0+ impliesνi(x) + ti+1 × Rates(ℓi)(x) > 0.
Then, it is easy to see that the construction ofR (H) guarantees that all runs are region
consistent:

Lemma 3 All runs ofR (H′) are region consistent.

The contraction operator we are about to describe preservesreachability of states
when applied to carefully selected run portions only. Thoseportions are obtained by
splitting several times a complete run into sub-runs, that we categorise in 4 different
types.

Type-0 and type-1 runs The notion oftype-0run relies on the fact that eachT-time
bounded run ofH′ (hence ofR (H′)) corresponds to a runρ′ that can be split into at
mostT × rmax + 1 portions of duration< 1

rmax (see Lemma 1). A runρ of R (H′)
is called atype-0 runiff there areρ0, ρ1, . . . , ρk s.t. ρ = ρ0 · ρ1 · · · ρk, and for all
0 ≤ i ≤ k: duration (ρi) < 1

rmax . Then, eachρi making up the type-0 run is called a
type-1 run.

Type-2 runs Type-1 runs are further split into type-2 runs as follows. Let ρ =
s0, (t1, e1), s1, . . . , (tn, en), sn be a type-1 run ofR (H′), s.t. duration (ρ) ≤ T. Let
Sρ be the set of positions0 < i ≤ n s.t:

∃x ∈ X :





⌊νi−1(x)⌋ 6= ⌊νi(x)⌋
or

⌊νi−1(x)⌋ > 0 and0 = 〈νi−1(x)〉 < 〈νi(x)〉





where⌊x⌋ and〈x〉 denote respectively the integral and fractional parts ofx. Roughly
speaking, each transition(ti, ei) with i ∈ Sρ corresponds to the fact that a variable
changes its region, except in the case where the variable moves from0+ to (0, 1): such
transitions are not recorded inSρ. Sinceρ is a type-1 run, its duration is at most1rmax .
Hence, each variable can cross an integer value at most once alongρ, because all rates
are positive. Thus, the size ofSρ can be bounded, by a valuethat does not depend on
|ρ|:

Lemma 4 Letρ be a type-1 run. Then|Sρ| ≤ 3× |X |.

Proof. As the duration of a type-1 run is< 1
rmax , each variable can, in the worst

case, follow a trajectory that will be split into 4 parts. This happens when it starts in
(b, b+1), moves to[b+1, b+1], then(b+1, b+2), then gets reset and stays in[0, 1).
� Remark that if we had recorded inSρ the indices of the transitions from(ℓ, ν) to
(ℓ′, ν′) s.t. ν(x) = 0 andν(x) ∈ (0, 1) for some variablex, Lemma 4 would not hold,
and we could not bound the size ofSρ by a value independent from|ρ|. Indeed, in any
time interval, the density of time allows a variable to be reset and to reach a strictly
positive value an arbitrary number of times.
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Let us now split a type-1 runρ according toSρ. Assumeρ = s0, (t1, e1), s1, . . . ,
(tn, en), sn, and thatSρ = {p(1), . . . , p(k)}, with p(1) ≤ p(2) ≤ · · · ≤ p(k). Then,
we letρ0, ρ1, . . . , ρk be the runs s.t.:

ρ = ρ0 · sp(1)−1, (tp(1), ep(1)), sp(1) · ρ1 · sp(2)−1, (tp(2), ep(2)),

sp(2), . . . , sp(k)−1, (tp(k), ep(k)), sp(k) · ρk (3)

Eachρi is called atype-2 run, and can be empty. The next lemma summarises the
properties of this construction:

Lemma 5 Letρ be a type-1 run ofR (H′) with duration (ρ) ≤ T. Then,ρ is split into:
ρ0 · ρ′1 · ρ1 · ρ

′
2 · ρ2 · · · ρ

′
k · ρk where eachρi is a type-2 run;k ≤ 3 × |X |; |ρ′i| = 1

for all 1 ≤ i ≤ k; and for all 1 ≤ i ≤ k: ρi = (ℓ0, ν0), (t1, e1), . . . , (tn, en), (ℓn, νn)
implies that, for allx ∈ X :

• eitherthere isa ∈ N
>0 s.t. for all 0 ≤ j ≤ n: νj(x) = a andx is not reset

alongρi;

• or for all 0 ≤ j ≤ n: νj(x) ∈ (a, a+ 1) with a ∈ N
>0 andx is not reset along

ρi;

• or for all 0 ≤ j ≤ n: νj(x) ∈ [0, 1).

Remark that in the last case (i.e.,x is in [0, 1) along a type-2 run), the number of resets
cannot be boundeda priori. For the sake of clarity, we summarise the construction so
far by the following lemma:

Lemma 6 Each type-0 run ofR (H′) can be decomposed intok type-2 runs withk ≤
3× (T × rmax + 1)× |X |.

Type-3 runs Finally, we obtain type-3 runs by splitting type-2 runs according to
the first and last resets (if they exist) of each clock. Formally, let s0, (t1, e1), s1, . . . ,
(tn, en), sn be a type-2 run. AssumeYi is the reset set ofei, for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n. We
let FRρ = {i | x ∈ Yi and∀0 ≤ j < i : x 6∈ Yj} andLRρ = {i | x ∈ Yi and∀i <
j ≤ n : x 6∈ Yj} be respectively the set of edge indices where a variable is reset for
the first (last) inρ. LetRρ = FRρ ∪ LRρ and assumeRρ = {p(1), p(2), . . . , p(k)}
with p(1) ≤ p(2) ≤ · · · ≤ p(k). Then, we letρ0, ρ1, . . . , ρk be thetype 3 runsmaking
up ρ s.t. ρ = ρ0 · sp(1)−1, (tp(1), ep(1)), sp(1) · ρ1 · · · sp(k)−1, (tp(k), ep(k)), sp(k) · ρk.
Remark that each type-2 is split into at most2×|X |+1 type-3 runs (i.e.,k ≤ 2×|X |).

Contraction operator So far, we have defined a procedure that splits any time-
bounded run ofR (H) into a bounded number of type-3 runs. However, the construc-
tion does not allow us to bound the length of type-3 runs, because the density of time
allows to perform an arbitrary number of actions in every possible time delay. Let us
now define a contraction operator that turns type-3 runs intoruns with the same effect
but whose lengths can be uniformly bounded (thanks to the properties of type-3 runs
established below).

Intuitively, the contraction operator works as follows. Let ρ = (ℓ0, ν0), (t1, e1),
(ℓ1, ν1), . . . , (tn, en), (ℓn, νn) be a run, and letπ be its timed path. Wecontractπ by
looking for a pair of positionsi < j s.t. ℓi = ℓj (i.e.,π[i+ 1 : j] forms a loop)ands.t.
all locationsℓi+1, ℓi+2, . . . , ℓj occur in the prefixπ[1 : i]. This situation is depicted in
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π = ℓ0 ℓ1 ℓ2 ℓ3 ℓ4 ℓ5 ℓ6 ℓ7 ℓ8

=

=
=

=

t1, e1 t2, e2 t3, e3 t4, e4 t5, e5 t6, e6 t7, e7 t8, e8

Cnt∗ (π) = ℓ0 ℓ1 ℓ2 ℓ3 ℓ8
t1 + t6, e1 t2, e2 t3 + t5 + t7, e3 t4 + t8, e8

Figure 2: Illustrating the contraction operator. Here,i = 3, j = 7, h(4) = 2, h(5) = 0
andh(6) = 2.

Fig. 2 (top). Then, the contraction consists, roughly speaking, in deletingthe portion
π[i + 1 : j] from π, and inreportingthe delaysti+1,. . . , tj−1 to the other occurrences
of ℓi, . . . , ℓj−1 in π (that exist by hypothesis), see Fig. 2 (bottom). Clearly, ingeneral,
the resulting timed path might not yield a run as some guards could fail because of the
additional delays. Yet, we prove (see Proposition 1) that, when carefully applied to
type-2 runs, the contraction operator produces agenuine runwith a bounded length,
and that reaches the same state as the original run. Remark that the proof of soundness
of the contraction operator relies on the fact that we have encoded the regions of the
variable valuations in the locations. This information will be particularly critical when
a variable is in[0, 1) and reset.

The contraction operator is first defined on timed paths (we will later lift it to type-
2 runs). Let us consider a timed pathπ = (t1, e1), (t2, e2), . . . , (tn, en). Let ℓ0 =
src (e1), and, for all1 ≤ i ≤ n: ℓi = trg (ei). Assume there are0 ≤ i < j < n and
a functionh : {i + 1, . . . , j − 1} 7→ {0, . . . , i − 1} s.t. (i) ℓi = ℓj and(ii) for all
i < p < j: ℓp = ℓh(p). Then, we letCnt (π) = ℓ′0, (t

′
1, e
′
1), . . . , ℓ

′
m where:

1. m = n− (j − i).

2. for all 0 ≤ p ≤ i: ℓ′p = ℓp.

3. for all 1 ≤ p ≤ i: e′p = ep andt′p = tp +
∑

k∈h−1(p−1) tk+1.

4. e′i+1 = ej+1 andt′i+1 = ti+1 + tj+1

5. for all i+ 1 < p ≤ m: ℓ′p = ℓp+j−i and(t′p, e
′
p) = (tp+j−i, ep+j−i).

Then, given a timed pathπ, we letCnt0 (π) = π, Cnti (π) = Cnt
(

Cnti−1 (π)
)

for
any i ≥ 1, andCnt∗ (π) = Cntn (π) wheren is the least value such thatCntn (π) =
Cntn+1 (π). Clearly, sinceπ is finite, and since|Cnt (π)| < |π| or Cnt (π) = π for
anyπ, Cnt∗ (π) always exists. Moreover, we can always bound the length ofCnt

∗ (π)
by a valuethat does not depend on|π|.

Lemma 7 For all timed pathπ: |Cnt∗ (π)| ≤ |Loc|2 + 1.

Proof. Assume π′ = Cnt
∗ (π) = (t1, e1), (t2, e2), . . . ,

(tn, en). Let ℓ0 = src (e1), and ℓi = trg (ei) for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Let Loc′ =
{L0, . . . , Lm} ⊆ Loc be the set of locations that appear inπ′. For all Li ∈ Loc′,
let ki denote the least index s.t.ℓki

= Li (i.e., the first occurrence ofLi in π′). Wlog,
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we assume thatk0 ≤ k1 ≤ · · · ≤ km. Then, clearly,k0 = 0. Observe that each
portion of the formπ′[ki : ki+1 − 1] (with 0 ≤ i ≤ m− 1) is of length at most|Loc′|.
Otherwise, the contraction operation can be applied in thisportion, as there must be
two positionski ≤ α < β ≤ ki+1 − 1 s.t. ℓα = ℓβ, and all the locations occurring
alongπ′[α : β − 1] have occurred before, by definition ofki andki+1. By the same
arguments,|π′[km : n− 1]| ≤ |Loc′| (remark that, by definition of the contraction op-
erator, the last locationℓn will never be considered for contraction). Asπ′[0 : n − 1]
is made up of all those portions, and as there are|Loc′| portions,|π′| is bounded by
|Loc′|2 + 1 ≤ |Loc|2 + 1. �

We can now lift the definition of the contraction operator torunsof type-2. Letρ
be a type-2 run and let us consider its (unique) decomposition into type-3 runs, as in
(3), above. Then, we letCnt (ρ) = Run

(

first (ρ) , πCnt(ρ)
)

, where:

πCnt(ρ) = Cnt∗ (TPath (ρ0)) , (tp(1), ep(1)),Cnt
∗ (TPath (ρ1)) ,

(tp(2), ep(2)), . . . , (tp(k), ep(k)),Cnt
∗ (TPath (ρk))

By definition ofCnt∗, and by definition ofCnt on type-2 runs, it is easy to see that:

Lemma 8 For all type-3 runsρ: duration (Cnt∗ (TPath (ρ))) = duration (ρ) and
for all variablesx: Effect (Cnt∗ (TPath (ρ))) (x) = Effect (TPath (ρ)) (x). Simi-
larly, for all type-2 runsρ: duration

(

πCnt(ρ)
)

= duration (ρ) and for all variablesx:
Effect

(

πCnt(ρ)
)

(x) = Effect (TPath (ρ)) (x).

Let us show that the contraction of type-2 runs is sound:

Proposition 1 For all type-2 runsρ, Cnt (ρ) 6= ⊥, first (Cnt (ρ)) = first (ρ) and
last (Cnt (ρ)) = last (ρ).

Proof. Let ρ = (ℓ0, ν0), (t1, e1), . . . (tn, en), (ℓn, νn). Letπ denoteTPath (ρ), and
let πCnt(ρ) = (t′1, e

′
1), . . . , (t

′
k, e
′
k). For all1 ≤ i ≤ k, let ℓ′i = dest (e′i) by ℓ′i; and let

ℓ′0 = src (e1) = ℓ0.
First, observe that, by definition of the contraction operator, ℓn = ℓ′k. Let us show

thatCnt (ρ) 6= ⊥. Assume that, for all0 ≤ i ≤ k: ℓ′i = (ℓi, ri) and letν′i be the
valuation s.t. for allx:

ν′i(x) =

{

ν′i−1(x) + Rates(ℓ′i−1)(x) × t′i If e′i does not resetx

0 Otherwise

Finally, letν′0 = ν0. Remark thatν′0(x) ≤ ν′1(x) ≤ · · · ≤ ν′k(x) because rates are non-
negative. Clearly, to show thatρ′ 6= ⊥, it is sufficient to show, for alli, thatν′i |= g′i
(whereg′i is the guard ofe′i); and that bothνi andν′i satisfy1 Inv(ℓi). For the sake of
clarity, we prove that all the guards are satisfied; the arguments can be easily adapted
to show that the invariants are satisfied too.

First, consider a variablex that is not reset alongπ (hence alongπCnt(ρ)) and s.t.
ν0(x) = ν′0(x) > 0. By definition of type-2 runs, and sincex is not reset and not
null initially, ν0(x), ν1(x),. . . , νn(x) all belong to the same intervalI which is either
(a− 1, a) or [a, a] for somea ≥ 1. Thus, in particular,ν0(x) = ν′0(x) ∈ I. Moreover,
sinceEffect

(

πCnt(ρ)
)

(x) = Effect (π) (x) (Lemma 8), we haveν′k(x) = νn(x) ∈ I
too. Hence, sinceν′0(x) ≤ ν′1(x) ≤ · · · ≤ ν′k(x), we conclude thatν′i(x) ∈ I for all

1Remember that we consider RHA≥0, so the invariants are convex.
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0 ≤ i ≤ k. Since all theνi(x) are also inI, sinceρ is a genuine run, and since all
edgese′i in π′ are also present inπ, we conclude thatν ∈ I impliesν |= g′i, for all
valuationν and all guardsg′i of some edgee′i in π. Hence,ν′i |= g′i for all i.

Thus, we can, from now on, safely ignore all variablesx that are not reset alongπ
(hence alongπCnt(ρ)) and s.t.ν0(x) = ν′0(x) > 0, and focus on variablesx that are ei-
ther reset alongπ or s.t.ν0(x) = ν′0(x) = 0. By definition of type-2 runs, in both cases,
these variables take values in[0, 1) in each state alongρ. Hence, sinceρ is region con-
sistent (Lemma 3), all locations inρ are of the form(ℓ, r) with r(x) ∈ {0=,0+, (0, 1)},
and so are all locations inπCnt(ρ): for all 0 ≤ i ≤ k: ℓi ∈ {0=,0+, (0, 1)}. Let us
denote, byρ′j the valueRun

(

first (ρ) , πCnt(ρ)[1 : j]
)

for all m ≥ 1. We further denote
by ρ′0 the run of null length(ℓ′0, ν

′
0). Let us show that, for all0 ≤ j ≤ k, ρ′j 6= ⊥, by

induction onj.
The base case isj = 0 and is trivial since(ℓ0, ν0) = (ℓ′0, ν

′
0). For the inductive

case, we assume thatρ′m−1 6= ⊥ (for somem ≥ 1) and ends in((ℓ, r), ν), and we
show that we can extend it by firing(t′m, e

′
m) (i.e., thatρ′m 6= ⊥). Observe that, by

definition ofCnt, the edgee′m occurs inπCnt(ρ) because it was already present inπ (say,
at positionα, henceeα = e′m and(ℓ, r) = ℓα−1). Moreover, still by definition ofCnt,
the delayt′m is equal totα +

∑β
i=1 tp(i), where for all1 ≤ i ≤ β: src

(

ep(i)
)

= (ℓ, r).
We consider three cases:

1. Eitherr(x) = 0=. In this case, sinceρ andρ′m−1 are region consistent (Lemma 3),
and since the regionr(x) is 0= (and not0+), we know thatνα−1(x) = 0 (x is
null when entering(ℓ, r) at positionα−1 in ρ), thatν(x) = 0 (x is null at the end
of ρ′m−1), and thatνα−1(x)+ tα×Rates(ℓ, r)(x) = tα×Rates(ℓ, r)(x) = 0 (x
is null when leaving(ℓ, r) at positionα− 1 in ρ). This means, in particular that
it is sufficient forx to be null to satisfy the guard ofe′m = eα. Moreover, for all
1 ≤ i ≤ β: νp(i−1)(x) = 0 = tp(i)×Rates(ℓ, r)(x) (x is null when entering and
leaving the locations at all positionsp(i) that have yielded the contraction inρ).
Thus, the value thatx takes after lettingt′m t.u. elapse the last state orρ′m−1 is

ν′(x) = ν(x)+ t′m×Rates(ℓ, r)(x) = (tα+
∑β

i=1 tp(i))×Rates(ℓ, r)(x) = 0.
Henceν′(x) satisfies the guard ofe′m, and we can extendρ′m−1 by (t′m, e

′
m).

2. Or r(x) = 0+. In this case, we know thatνα−1(x) = ν(x) = 0, that tα ×
Rates(ℓ, r)(x) > 0, and that for all1 ≤ i ≤ β: νp(i−1)(x) = 0 andtp(i) ×
Rates(ℓ, r)(x) > 0. Moreover, sinceduration (ρ) < 1

rmax , we can precise
this information and conclude thattα × Rates(ℓ, r)(x) ∈ (0, 1) and that for all
1 ≤ i ≤ β: tp(i) × Rates(ℓ, r)(x) ∈ (0, 1). Thus, it is sufficient, to satisfy the
constraints onx in the guard ofe′m, thatx ∈ (0, 1). Let us show thatν′(x) =

(tα +
∑β

i=1 tp(i))× Rates(ℓ, r)(x) is in (0, 1) too. We haveν′(x) > 0 because
tα × Rates(ℓ, r)(x) > 0, as shown above. Moreover,ν′(x) < 1 becausetα +
∑β

i=1 tp(i) ≤ duration (ρ) < 1
rmax , by def. of type-2 runs. Thus,ν′(x) satisfies

the guard ofe′m and we can extendρ′m−1 by (t′m, e
′
m).

3. Or r(x) = (0, 1). In this case, we can rely on the same arguments as above to
show thatν′(x) > 0, and thatν′(x) should be in(0, 1) to satisfy the guard of
e′m. The difference with the previous case is thatν(x) 6= 0 here, and we have
to make sure that the additional delay accumulated on(ℓ, r) by the contraction
operator does not increasex above1. This property holds because of the split
of type-2 runs in type-3 runs, according to the first reset of each variable. More
precisely, we consider two cases. Eitherℓα−1 occurs, inρ in a type-3 run that
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takes placeafter the first reset ofx. In this case,ν′(x) = ν(x)(tα+
∑β

i=1 tp(i))×

Rates(ℓ, r)(x) < 1, because all thetp(i) also occurπ[α : n] (i.e., after the
first reset ofx), andduration (π[α : n]) < 1

rmax . Or ℓα−1 occurs, inρ in a
type-3 run that takes placebefore the first reset ofx. In this case,ν′(x) =

ν(x)(tα +
∑β

i=1 tp(i))×Rates(ℓ, r)(x) ≥ 1 implies that, inρ: νp(i) ≥ 1, which
contradicts the definition of type-2 runs. Hence,ν′(x) ∈ (0, 1) and we can
extendρ′m−1 by (t′m, e

′
m).

Let us conclude the proof by showing thatν′k = νn. We consider three cases. First,
x is a variable that is not reset alongρ. SinceEffect (Cnt∗ (π)) (x) = Effect (π) (x)
(Lemma 8), and sinceν0 = ν′0, we conclude thatν′k(x) = νn(x). Second,x is a
variable that is reset alongρ. Since the duration of a type-2 is at most1rmax , νn(x) ∈
[0, 1). Thus, we consider two further cases.Either νn(x) = 0. Sinceρ is region-
consistent (Lemma 3),ℓn is of the form(ℓ, r) with r(x) ∈ {0+,0=}. However,
ℓn = ℓ′k, and sinceCnt (ρ) is a run and hence region-consistent, we conclude that
ν′k(x) = 0 too. Or νn(x) ∈ (0, 1). In this case, it is easy to observe thatνn(x)
depends only on the portion ofρ that occurs after the last reset ofx, i.e., νn(x) =
Effect (π[i+ 1 : n]) (x), wherei is the largest position inρ s.t. ei resetsx. By def-
inition of the contraction operator on type 2 runs,ei occurs at some positionα of
πCnt(ρ), i.e. ei = e′α ande′α is the last edge ofπCnt(ρ) to resetx. Thus,ν′k(x) =

Effect
(

πCnt(ρ)[α+ 1 : k]
)

(x). However, by Lemma 8, and by definition of the con-
traction of type 2 runs:Effect

(

πCnt(ρ)[α+ 1 : k]
)

(x) = Effect (π[i + 1 : n]) (x).
Hence,νn(x) = ν′k(x). �

Then, observe that, by the above definition, and by Lemma 7, wecan bound the
length ofCnt (ρ) for type-2 runsρ:

Lemma 9 For all type-2 runs:|Cnt (ρ)| ≤ 8× |Loc|2 × |X |.

Proof. By definition of type-2 runs, and by Lemma 7,|Cnt (ρ) | is at most(2 ×
|X |+ 1)× (|Loc|2 + 1) + 2× |X | = 2× (|X |+ 1)× (|Loc|2 + 1). However, wlog,
|Loc| ≥ 1 and|X | ≥ 1. Hence|X |+ 1 ≤ 2 × |X |, |Loc|2 + 1 ≤ 2 × |Loc|2. Hence
the lemma. �

We can now explain more intuitively why we need two differentregions (0= and
0+) for variables that are null, and cannot use[0, 0] instead. Consider the example
given in Fig. 3. Runρ1 depicts a run of an automaton with a single variablex, where
we have used only region[0, 0] in the construction ofR (H′). In this run,x is null in
all four states. The two locations ofR (H′) that are met are(ℓ1, [0, 0]) and(ℓ2, [0, 0])
(and in both locations, the rate ofx is strictly positive). Hence, the contraction operator
‘merges’ the two occurrences of both locations, an producesρ2. However,ρ2 fails to
satisfy Proposition 1, asx is null in the last state ofρ1 but not in the last state ofρ2. This
comes from the fact that region[0, 0] does not allow to distinguish between locations
that are left with a strictly positive delay or a null delay. With our definition ofR (H′),
however, the first state of the run is

(

(ℓ1,0
=), 0

)

, asx is null when crossing the first
edge, but thethird state is

(

(ℓ1,0
+), 0

)

, asx is not null when crossing the last edge,
which avoids the problem illustrated in Fig. 3.

Thus, summing up the properties of the contraction operator, and the splitting pro-
cedure we obtain, as a corollary of Proposition 1 and Lemma 6:

Corollary 1 Let s and s′ be two states ofR (H′). Then,R (H′) admits aT-time-
bounded type-0 runρ withfirst (ρ) = s andlast (ρ) = s′ iff it admits aT-time bounded
type-0 runρ′ with first (ρ′) = s, last (ρ′) = s′ and|ρ′| ≤ 48×T× rmax× |Loc′|2 ×
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ρ1 =
(

(ℓ1, [0, 0]), 0
)

ẋ > 0

Before contraction:
(

(ℓ2, [0, 0]), 0
) (

(ℓ1, [0, 0]), 0
)

ẋ > 0
(

(ℓ2, [0, 0]), 0
)t1 = 0

x := 0

t2 > 0

x := 0
When we cross this edge,x is
null. When we cross this edge,x is not null.

. . . and this location would be(ℓ1,0+)With our definition, this location would be(ℓ1,0=). . .

ρ2 =
(

(ℓ1, [0, 0]), 0
)

ẋ > 0

After contraction :
(

(ℓ2, [0, 0]), t1 + t2

)t1 + t2 > 0

When we cross this edge,x is not null.

We reach a state wherex is not
null anymore !

Figure 3: An example that shows why the contraction operatorfails if we use[0, 0] to characterise the variables that are null.

1
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|X |2, whereX , Loc′ and rmax are resp. the set of variable, set of locations and
maximal rate ofR (H′).

Finally, for all SHA≥0 H = (X,Loc,Edges,Rates, Inv, Init) and all time bound
T ∈ N, we let:

F (H,T) =

24× (T× rmax + 1)× |X |2 × |Loc|2 × (2 × cmax + 1)2×|X|

This valueF (H,T) is actually a bound on the length of the runs we need to con-
sider to decideT-time-bounded reachability:

Theorem 1 LetH be a SHA≥0, T be a time bound and lets1 ands2 be two states of
H. ThenH admits aT-time-bounded runρ with first (ρ) = s1 and last (ρ) = s2 iff it
admits aT-time-bounded runρ′ with |ρ′| ≤ F (H,T), first (ρ′) = s1 and last (ρ′) =
s2.

Proof. The if direction is trivial, let us prove theonly if, by proving the contraposi-
tion, i.e., that ifH admits noT-time-bounded run of length at mostF (H,T) from s1 to
s2, then it admits noT-time-bounded run froms1 to s2. By Lemma 1, ifH admits no
T-time bounded run of length at mostF (H,T) from s1 = (ℓ1, ν1) to s2 = (ℓ2, ν2),
then,H′ admits noT-time-bounded run of length at mostF (H,T) from s1 to s2.
Then, by Lemma 2, then, for all pair of regionsr1, r2: R (H) admits no type-0T-time-
bounded run of length at mostF (H,T) from s′1 = ((ℓ1, r1), ν1) to s′2 = ((ℓ2, r2), ν2).
By Corollary 1, and by (2),R (H) admits no type-0T-time-bounded run froms′1 to s′2,
regardless of the length of the run. Hence, by Lemma 2,H′ admits noT-time-bounded
runρ from s1 to s2, and neither doesH, by Lemma 1 again. �

Remark thatF (H,T) = O
(

T× 2|H|
)

, where|H| is the number of bits necessary to
encodeH, using standard encoding techniques and binary encoding for the constants.
Hence, Theorem 1 tells us that, to decideT-time-bounded reachability, we only need
to consider runs whose length is singly exponential in the size of the instance(H,T).

Let us now briefly explain how we can adapt the previous construction to cope
with non-singular rates. Let us first notice that givenH a RHA≥0, the construction of
R (H′) still makes perfect sense and still satisfies Lemma 3. Then, we need to adapt the
definition of timed path. A timed path is now of the form(t1, R1, e1) · · · (tn, Rn, en),
where eachRi : X 7→ R gives the actual rate that was chosen for each variable at
the i-th continuous step. It is then straightforward to extend the definitions ofCnt,
Effect andContraction to take those rates into account and still keep the properties
needed to prove Theorem 1. More precisely, the contraction of a set of transitions
(t1, R1, e1), . . . , (tn, Rn, en) yields a transition(t, R, e) with t =

∑n
i=1 ti and,R =

∑
n

i=1
ti×Ri

t
. Note that we need to rely on the convexity of the invariants and rates in an

RHA to ensure that this construction is correct. Thus, we canextend Theorem 1 to the
case of RHA with positive rates (RHA≥0):

Corollary 2 LetH be a RHA≥0, T be a time bound and lets1 ands2 be two states of
H. ThenH admits aT-time-bounded runρ with first (ρ) = s1 and last (ρ) = s2 iff it
admits aT-time-bounded runρ′ with |ρ′| ≤ F (H,T), first (ρ′) = s1 and last (ρ′) =
s2.
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4 Time-bounded reachability is NEXPTIME-c

In this section, we establish the exact computational complexity of the time-bounded
reachability problem for RHA≥0.

Theorem 2 The time-bounded reachability problem for RHA≥0 is complete forNEX-
PTIME.

To prove this theorem, we exhibit an NEXPTIME algorithm for time-bounded reach-
ability and we reduce this problem from the reachability problem of exponential time
Turing machine.

An NEXPTIME algorithm Recall that an instance of the time-bounded reachability
problem is of the form(H, ℓ,T), whereH is an RHA≥0, ℓ is a location, andT is a
time bound (expressed in binary). We establish membership to NEXPTIME by giving
a non-deterministic algorithm that runs in exponential time in the size of(H, ℓ,T) in
the worst case. The algorithm firstguessesa sequence of edgesE = e0e1 . . . en of H
s.t. n + 1 ≤ F (H,T) andtrg (en) = ℓ. Then the algorithm builds fromE a linear
constraintΦ(E) , that expresses all the properties that must be satisfied by arun that
follows the sequence of edges inE (see [13] for a detailed explanation on how to build
such a constraint). This constraint usesn + 1 copies of the variables inX andn + 1
variablesti to model the time elapsing between two consecutive edges, and imposes
that the valuations of the variables along the run are consistent with the rates, guards
and resets ofH. Finally, the algorithm checks whetherΦ(E) is satisfiable and returns
‘yes’ iff it is the case.

The number of computation steps necessary to buildΦ(E) is, in the worst case,
exponential in|H| andT. Moreover, checking satisfiability ofΦ(E) can be done in
polynomial time (in the size of the constraint) using classical algorithms to solve linear
programs. Clearly this procedure is an NEXPTIME algorithm for solving the time-
bounded reachability problem for RHA≥0.

NEXPTIME-hardness To establish the NEXPTIME-hardness, we show how to reduce
the membership problem for non-deterministic exponentialtime Turing machines to
time-bounded reachability for SHA≥0.

A non-deterministic exponential time Turing machine (NExpTM) is a tupleM =
(Q,Σ,Γ, ♯, q0, δ, F, ξ) whereQ is the (nonempty and finite) set of control states,Σ is
the (finite) input alphabet,Γ ⊇ Σ is the (finite) alphabet of the tape,♯ ∈ Γ is the blank
symbol,q0 ∈ Q is the initial control state,δ ⊆ Q×Γ×Γ×{L,R}×Q is the transition
relation,F ⊆ Q is the set of accepting states, andξ = O

(

2p(n)
)

(for some polynomial
p), is an exponential function that bounds the execution timeof the machine on input
w by ξ(|w|).

As usual, a state ofM is a triple(q, w1, w2) whereq ∈ Q is a control state,w1 ∈ Γ∗

a word that represents the content of the tape on the left of the reading head (this word
is empty when the head is on the leftmost cell of the tape), andw2 ∈ Γ∗ is the content
of the tape on the right of the reading head excluding the sequence of blank symbols
(♯) at the end of the tape, (in particular the first letter inw2 is the content of the cell
below the reading head).

A transition of the Turing machine is a tuple of the form(q1, γ1,
γ2, D, q2) with the usual semantics: it is enabled iff the current control state isq1,
the content of the cell below the reading head is equal toγ1, and the head should not
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be above the left most cell whenD = L. The execution of the transition modifies the
content of the tape below the reading head toγ2, moves the reading head one cell to
the right ifD = R, or one cell to the left ifD = L, and finally, changes the control
state toq2. We write(q, w1, w2)⊲ (q

′, w′1, w
′
2) if there exists a transition inδ from state

(q, w1, w2) to state(q′, w′1, w
′
2).

An (exponentially bounded) execution ofM on inputw is a finite sequence of
statesc0c1 . . . cn such that:(i) n ≤ ξ(|w|) (the execution is exponentially bounded);
(ii) c0 = (q0, ǫ, w · ♯ξ(|w|)−|w|), (the initial control state isq0 and the tape contains
w followed by the adequate number of blank symbols); and(iii) for all 0 ≤ i < n
ci ⊲ ci+1, (the transition relation is enforced). The execution isacceptingiff cn =
(q, w1, w2) with q ∈ F . W.l.o.g., we make the assumption thatΣ = {0, 1}, Γ =
{0, 1, ♯}, and transitions only write letters inΣ. This ensures that in all reachable states
(q, w1, w2) we have thatw1, w2 ∈ {0, 1}∗.

The membership problemfor an NExpTMM and a wordw asks whether there
exists an accepting execution of the Turing MachineM that uses at mostξ(|w|) steps.

Let us show how we can encode all executions ofM into the executions of an
SHA≥0 HM . We encode the wordsw1 andw2 as pairs of rational values(l1, c1)
and(l2, c2) whereli = 1

2|wi|
encodes the length of the wordwi by a rational number

in [0, 1], andci encodeswi as follows. Assumew1 = σ0σ1 . . . σn. Then, we let
c1 = Val←(w1) = σn · 1

2 + σn−1 · 1
4 + · · · + σ0 · 1

2n+1 . Intuitively, c1 is the value
which is represented in binary by0.σnσn−1 · · ·σ0, i.e.,w1 is the binary encoding of
the fractional part ofc1 where the most significant bit in the rightmost position. For
instance, ifw1 = 001010 thenVal←(w1) = 0 · 1

2 + 1 · 1
4 + 0 · 1

8 + 1 · 1
16 + 0 ·

1
32 + 0 · 1

64 = 0.3125, and sow1 is encoded as the pair( 1
64 , 0.3125). Remark that

we need to remember the actual length of the wordw1 because the functionVal←(·)
ignores the leading0’s (for instance,Val←(001010) = Val←(1010)). Symmetrically,
if w2 = σ0σ1 . . . σn, we letc2 = Val

→(w2) = σ0 ·
1
2 + σ1 ·

1
4 + · · ·+ σn · 1

2n+1 (i.e.,
σ0 is now the most significant bit). Then, a state(q, w1, w2) of the TM is encoded as
follows: the control stateq is remembered in the locations of the automaton, and the
wordsw1, w2 are stored, using the encoding described above using four variables to
store the values(l1, c1) and(l2, c2).

With this encoding in mind, let us list the operations that wemust be able to per-
form to simulate the transitions of the TM. Assumew1 = w1

0w
1
2 · · ·w

1
n andw2 =

w2
0w

2
2 · · ·w

2
k. We first describe the operations that are necessary toread the tape:

• Read the letter under the head. Following our encoding, we need to test the value
of the bitw2

0. Clearly,w2
0 = 1 iff l2 ≤ 1/2, andc2 ≥ 1

2 ; w2
0 = 0 iff l2 ≤ 1/2,

andc2 < 1
2 andw2

0 = ♯ iff l2 = 1 (which corresponds tow2 = ǫ).

• Test whether the head is in the leftmost cell of the tape. This happens if and only
if w1 = ǫ, and so if and only ifl1 = 1.

• Read the letter at the left of the head(assuming thatw1 6= ǫ). Following our
encoding, this amounts to testing the value of the bitw1

n. Clearly,w1
n = 1 iff

c1 ≥ 1
2 andw1

n = 0 iff c1 < 1
2 .

Then, let us describe the operations that are necessary to update the values on the tape.
Clearly, they can be carried out by appending and removing0 or1’s to the right ofw1 or
to the left ofw2. Let us describe how we updatec1 andl1 to simulate these operations
onw1 (the operations onw2 can be deduced from this description). We denote byc′1
(resp.l′1) the value ofc1 (l1) after the simulation of the TM transition.
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• To append a1 to the right ofw1, we letl′1 = 1
2 × l1. We letc′1 = 1

2 if l1 = 1 (i.e.
w1 was empty) andc′1 = 1

2 × c1 +
1
2 .

• To append a0 to the right ofw1, we letl′1 = 1
2 × l1 andc′1 = 1

2 × c1.

• To delete a0 from the rightmost position ofw1, we l′1 = 2× l1, c′1 = 2× c1.

• To delete a1 from the rightmost position ofw1, l′1 = 2×l1, andc′1 = (c1−
1
2 )×2.

In addition, remark that we can flip the leftmost bit ofw2 by adding or subtracting1/2
from c2 (this is necessary when updating the value under the head).

Thus, the operations that we need to be able to perform onc1, l1, c2 andl2 are: to
multiply by 2, divide by2, increase by12 and decrease by12 , while keeping untouched
the value of all the other variables. Fig. 4 exhibits four gadgets to perform these op-
erations. Remark that these gadgets can be constructed in polynomial time, execute in
exactly 1 time unit time and that all the rates in the gadgets are singular.

We claim that all transitions ofM can be simulated by combining the gadgets in
Fig. 4 and the tests described above. As an example, considerthe transition:
(q1, 1, 0, L, q2). It is simulated in our encoding as follows. First, we check that the
reading head is not at the leftmost position of the tape by checking thatl1 < 1. Sec-
ond, we check that the value below the reading head is equal to1 by testing thatl2 < 1
andc2 ≥ 1

2 . Third, we change the value below the reading head from1 to0 by subtract-
ing 1

2 from c2 using an instance of gadget(ii) in Fig. 4. And finally, we move the head
one cell to the left. This is performed by testing the bit on the left of the head, deleting
it from w1 and appending it to the left ofw2, by the operations described above. All
other transitions can be simulated similarly. Remark that,to simulate one TM transi-
tion, we need to perform several tests (that carry out in 0 t.u.) and to:(i) update the bit
under the reading head, which takes1 t.u. with our gadgets;(ii) remove one bit from
the right ofw1 (resp. left ofw2), which takes at most 3 t.u. and(iii) append this bit
to the left ofw2 (right of w1), which takes at most 3 t.u. We conclude that each TM
transition can be simulate in at most7 time units.

ThusM has an accepting execution on wordw (of length at mostξ(|w|) iff HM

has an execution of duration at mostT = 7 · ξ(|w|) that reaches a location encoding
an accepting control state ofM . This sets the reduction.

5 Computing fixpoints

In this section, we show that Corollary 2 implies that we can effectively compute the
set of states that are reachable withinT time units in an RHA with non-negative rates
(using formulas of the first-order logic(R, 0, 1,+,≤) over the reals as a symbolic
representation for such sets). We demonstrate, by means of two examples, that this
information can be useful in practice, in particular when the regular (not time-bounded)
fixed points do not terminate.

Post and Pre Let s be state of an RHA with set of edgesEdges. Then, we let

Post(s){s′ | ∃e ∈ Edges, t ∈ R
+ : s

t,e
−−→ s′} andPre(s){s′ | ∃e ∈ Edges, t ∈ R

+ :

s′
t,e
−−→ s}. We further letReach≤T(s) = {s′ | ∃π : s

π
−→ s′ ∧ duration (π) ≤ T}, and

coReach≤T(s) = {s′ | ∃π : s′
π
−→ s ∧ duration (π) ≤ T} be respectively the set of

states that are reachable froms (that can reachs) within T time units. We extend all
those operators to sets of states in the obvious way.
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(i)

ẋ = 1
ż = 1

x ≤ 1

ẋ = 2
ż = 1

z ≤ 1

z := 0
x = 1
x := 0 z = 1 When crossing this

edge,z = 1− x0.

(ii)

ẋ = 1
ż = 2

z ≤ 1

z := 0 z = 1 ẋ = 1
ż = 1

x ≤ 1
(iii)

ẋ = 1
ż = 1

z ≤ 1

z := 1/2
x = 1
x := 0 z = 1

z = 1/2 + (1 − x0)
when crossing this edge

Figure 4: Gadgets(i) for multiplication by2, (ii) adding1
2 and(iii) subtracting12 . The rates of they 6∈ {x, z} is 0. Gadget(i) can be modified to

divide by2, by swapping the rates ofx andz in the second location.x0 is the value ofx when entering the gadget.

1
8



Region algebra To symbolically manipulate sets of states, it is well known that we
can use formulas of(R, 0, 1,+,≤), i.e. the first-order logic of the reals, with the con-
stants0 and 1, the usual order≤ and addition+ (see [11] for the details). Recall
that the satisfiability problem for that logic is decidable [4] and that it admits effective
quantifier elimination. Further remark that, in a RHA, all guards can be characterised
by a formula of(R, 0, 1,+,≤) ranging overX . LetΨ be a formula of(R, 0, 1,+,≤),
and letν be a valuation of the free variables ofΨ. Then, we writeν |= Ψ iff ν satisfies
Ψ, and we let[[Ψ]] be the set off all valuationsν s.t. ν |= Ψ. To emphasise the fact that
a formulaΨ ranges over the set of variablesX , we sometimes denote it byΨ(X).

Based on(R, 0, 1,+,≤), we can defined a so-calledalgebra of regions[11] to
effectively represent sets of states. The regions2 in that algebra can be seen as functions
R from the set of locationsLoc to quantifier free formula of(R, 0, 1,+,≤) with free
variables inX , representing sets of valuations for the variables of the RHA. More
precisely, any regionR represents the set of states[[R]] = {(ℓ, ν) | ν ∈ [[R(ℓ)]]}. As
(R, 0, 1,+,≤) is closed under all Boolean operations, so is the region algebra. Since
the logic is decidable, testing whethers ∈ [[R]] or whether[[R]] = ∅ are both decidable
problems.

In order to obtain fixpoint expressions that characteriseReach≤T(s) and
coReach

≤T(s) using the region algebra, we introducepost♯ andpre♯ operators ranging
over regions. LetR be a region. We letpost♯(R), be the region s.t. for allℓ ∈ Loc,
post♯(R)(ℓ) is obtained by eliminating quantifiers inΨE

ℓ (X)∨Ψt
ℓ(X), whereΨE

ℓ (X)
characterises all the successors ofR(ℓ) by an edge with sourceℓ, andΨt

ℓ(X) repre-
sents all the successors ofR(ℓ) by a flow transition inℓ (time elapsing). The following
equations defineΨE

ℓ andΨt
ℓ, both ranging on the set of free variablesX :

ΨE
ℓ =

∨

e∈Edges

ψe
ℓ

ψ
(ℓ,g,Y,ℓ′)
ℓ = ∃X ′ :





R(ℓ)(X ′) ∧ g(X ′)
∧

∧

x∈X\Y x = x′ ∧
∧

x∈Y x = 0

∧ Inv(ℓ)(X ′) ∧ Inv(ℓ′)(X)





Ψt
ℓ = ∃t : ∃X ′ :









t ≥ 0 ∧R(ℓ)(X ′)
∧ Inv(ℓ)(X) ∧ Inv(ℓ)(X ′)
∧

∧

x∈X x′ + t ·min(Rates(ℓ, x)) ≤ x
∧

∧

x∈X x ≤ x′ + t ·max(Rates(ℓ, x))









Symmetrically, we letpre♯(R) be the region s.t. for allℓ ∈ Loc, post♯(R)(ℓ) is
obtained by eliminating quantifiers inΦE

ℓ (X) ∨ Φt
ℓ(X), whereΦE

ℓ (X) represents all
the predecessors ofR(ℓ) by an edge whose target isℓ, andΦt

ℓ(X) represents all the

2The notion of region used in this section differs from the notion of region given byReg (cmax, X) and
used to defineR (H′). Notice however that any region fromR (H′) can be expressed via a quantifier free
formula of(R, 0, 1,+,≤) with free variables inX. The converse is obviously not true.
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predecessors ofR(ℓ) by a flow transition inℓ:

ΦE
ℓ =

∨

e∈Edges

ϕe
ℓ

ϕ
(ℓ,g,Y,ℓ′)
ℓ = ∃X ′ :





R(ℓ′)(X ′) ∧ g(X)
∧

∧

x∈X\Y x = x′ ∧
∧

x∈Y x
′ = 0

∧ Inv(ℓ)(X) ∧ Inv(ℓ′)(X ′)





Φt
ℓ = ∃t : ∃X ′ :









t ≥ 0 ∧R(ℓ)(X ′)
∧ Inv(ℓ)(X) ∧ Inv(ℓ)(X ′)
∧

∧

x∈X x+ t ·min(Rates(ℓ, x)) ≤ x′

∧ x′ ≤ x+ t ·max(Rates(ℓ, x))









To keep the above definitions compact, we have implicitly assumed that the rates
are given asclosedrectangles. The definitions ofΦt

ℓ andΨt
ℓ can be adapted to cope

with intervals that are left (respectively right) open by substituting< (>) for ≤ (≥).
In practice formulas in(R, 0, 1,+,≤) can be represented and manipulated as finite

union of convex polyhedra for which there exist efficient implementations, see [3] for
example. Those techniques have been implemented in HYTECH [8] and PHAVER [6].
Unfortunately, termination of the symbolic model-checking algorithms is not ensured
for linear hybrid automata. While in the literature, it is known that forward reachability
and backward reachability fixpoint algorithms terminate for initialised rectangular hy-
brid automata [10], we show here that termination is also guaranteed fortime-bounded
fixpoint formulasover the class of RHA≥0 (that are not necessarily initialised).

Time-bounded forward and backward fixpoints Let H be an RHA≥0 with set of
variablesX , and letT ∈ N be a time bound. Let us augmentH with a fresh variablet
to measure time (hence the rate oft is 1 in all locations, andt is never reset). LetR be
region over the variablesX . Then, it is easy to see that the following fixpoint equations
characterise respectivelyReach≤T([[R]]) andcoReach≤T([[R]]):

Reach≤T([[R]]) = µY · (([[R(X)]] ∪ Post(Y )) ∩ [[0 ≤ t ≤ T]]) (4)

coReach≤T([[R]]) = µY · (([[R(X)]] ∪ Pre(Y )) ∩ [[0 ≤ t ≤ T]]) (5)

The next lemma ensures that these fixpoints can be effectively computed. The proof
rely on Corollary 2.

Lemma 10 For all RHA≥0 H, all regionR and all time boundT, the least fix points
(4) and (5) are respectively equal to the limit ofF0, F1, F2, . . . andB0, B1, B2, . . .
where:

F0 = [[R(X) ∧ 1 ≤ t ≤ T]]

Fi = (Post(Fi−1) ∩ [[0 ≤ t ≤ T]]) ∪ Fi−1 for all i > 0

B0 = [[R(X) ∧ 1 ≤ t ≤ T]]

Bi = Bi = (Pre(Bi−1) ∩ [[0 ≤ t ≤ T]]) ∪Bi−1 for all i > 0

Furthermore, both sequences stabilize after at mostF (H,T) iterations, and both fix-
points can be computed in worst-case doubly exponential time.
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Proof. We justify the result for the least fixpoint equation (4), theresult for the least
fixpoint equation (5) is justified similarly.

By induction, it is easy to prove that, for alli ≥ 0, Fi contains all the states that are
reachable withinT time unitsandby at mosti transitions. By Corollary. 2, we know
that all states that reachable withinT time units are reachable by a run of length at
mostF (H,T). We conclude thatFj = Fj+1 = Reach≤T([[R]]) for j = F (H,T). All
the operations for computingFi from Fi−1 take polynomial time in the size ofFi−1,
and so the size ofFi is also guaranteed to be polynomial inFi−1, the overall doubly-
exponential time bound follows. � Note that by our
NEXPTIME-hardness result, this deterministic algorithm can be considered optimal
(unless NEXPTIME=EXPTIME.) Let us now consider two examples to demonstrate
that this approach can be applied in practice.

not leaking
ẋ = 1
ẏ = 1
ṫ = 1

0 ≤ x ≤ 1

leaking
ẋ = 1
ẏ = 1
ṫ = 0

x ≥ 0

x = 0

x := 0

x ≥ 30

x := 0

ℓ0
ẋ = 3
ẏ = 2

0 ≤ x, y ≤ 1

ℓ1
ẋ = 2
ẏ = 3

0 ≤ x, y ≤ 1

x = y = 0

x = 1

x := 0

y = 1

y := 0

Figure 5: A stopwatch automaton for the leaking gas burner (top) and an SHA with
bounded invariants (bottom).

Example 1: Leaking gas burner We present an example of a system where the clas-
sical fixpoint computation for reachability analysis does not terminate, while the time-
bounded analysis does terminate. Consider the example of a leaking gas burner [1].
The gas burner can be eitherleaking or not leaking. Leakages are repaired within
1 second, and no leakage can happen in the next 30 seconds after a repair. In Fig. 5
(top), an automaton with two locations and the clockx is a model of the gas burner.
In order to measure the leakage time and the total elapsed time, the stopwatcht and
clocky are used as monitors of the system. It was shown using backward reachability
analysis that in any time interval of at least 60 seconds, thetime of leakage is at most
one twentieth of the elapsed time [8]. The fixpoint is computed after7 iterations of the
backward reachability algorithm. However, the forward reachability analysis does not
terminate.

Using forward time-bounded reachability analysis we can prove the property that
in all time intervals of fixed lengthT ≥ 60, the leakage time is at mostT20 . In order to
prove that this property holds inall time intervals, we perform the reachability analysis
from all possible states of the system (i.e., from locationleaking with 0 ≤ x ≤ 1, and
locationnot leaking with x ≥ 0) and starting witht = y = 0. For a fixed time bound
T , we compute the set of reachable states satisfyingy ≤ T and check thatt ≤ T

20
wheny = T . The results of this paper guarantees that the analysis terminates. Using
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HyTech, the property is established forT = 60 after5 iterations of the forward time-
bounded fixpoint algorithm. Thus for all time intervals ofT = 60 seconds, the leakage
time is at mostT20 .

Example 2: bounded invariant In Fig. 5 (bottom), we consider a rectangular au-
tomaton with positive rates where all variables have a bounded invariant[0, 1]. In this
example, the forward reachability analysis of HyTech does not terminate because the
set of reachable states is not a finite union of polyhedra (seeFig. 6). On the other hand,
the time-bounded forward fixpoint terminates by Lemma 10. This example shows that
it is not sufficient to bound the variables in the automaton toget termination, but it is
necessary to bound the time horizon of the analysis.

(0, 0)

y = 1

x = 1

ℓ0 :

(0, 0)

y = 1

x = 1

ℓ1 :

Figure 6:Reachable states for the automaton of Fig. 5 (bottom).
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Proof of Lemma 2

Proof. With each run ρ = (ℓ0, ν0), (t1, e1), (ℓ1, ν1), . . . ,
(tn, en), (ℓn, νn) of H′, we associate a runρ′ = ((ℓ0, r0), ν0),
(t0, e

′
0), ((ℓ1, r1), ν1), . . . , (tn, e

′
n), ((ℓn, rn), νn) ofR (H′) (hence withduration (ρ) =

duration (ρ′)) s.t.:

• for all 0 ≤ i ≤ n, for all x ∈ X (assumingtn+1 = 0):

ri(x) =











0+ if νi(x) = 0 and(ti+1 > 0 andẋ 6= 0)

0= if νi(x) = 0 and(ti+1 = 0 or ẋ = 0)

[νi(x)] otherwise

• e′i is the unique edge between(ℓi, ri) and(ℓi+1, ri+1), corresponding toei.

We prove by (backward) induction (onn) that the runρ′ is a genuine run ofR (H′).
Whenn = 0, there is nothing to prove. Let us now assume that givenρ = (ℓ0, ν0),
(t1, e1), (ℓ1, ν1), . . . , (tn, en),
(ℓn, νn) run of H′, we have proved that ((ℓ1, r1), ν1), . . . , (tn, e′n),
((ℓn, rn), νn) is a genuine ofR (H′). To obtain the desired result, it remains to prove
that ((ℓ0, r0), ν0), (t0, e′0), ((ℓ1, r1), ν1) is a genuine run ofR (H′). For this, we have
to prove that for allx ∈ X : (i) ν0(x) + t × Rates(ℓ0, r0)(x) |= Inv(ℓ0, r0), for all
0 ≤ t ≤ t1, (ii) ν0(x) + t1 × Rates(ℓ0, r0)(x) |= g′ (whereg′ is the guard of the
transitione′1), and(iii) ν1(x) = 0 (resp. ν1(x) = ν0(x)) if x ∈ Y ′ (resp. x /∈ Y ′)
(whereY ′ is the reset of the transitione′1). Let us distinguish three cases:

1. Case 1:r(x) = 0+. In this case, by construction ofρ′, we know thatν0(x) = 0,
t1 > 0 andẋ 6= 0. In particular, we have thatν0(x)+ t1×Rates(ℓ0, r0)(x) > 0.
By construction ofR (H′), we know thatg′(x) = g(x)∧r′′(x)∧ (x > 0), where
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g(x) (resp.g′(x)) represents the constraints3 onx in the guard of the transition

e1 (resp.e′1), andr ≤
Rates(ℓ0,r0)
ts r′′. Moreover we have thatInv(ℓ0, r0)(x) =

Inv(ℓ0)(x). Sinceρ is a genuine run ofH′, we clearly have that(i) and(iii) are
satisfied. Point(ii) follows from the facts thatρ is a genuine run ofH′ and that
ν0(x) + t1 × Rates(ℓ0, r0)(x) > 0.

2. Case 2:r(x) = 0=. In this case, by construction ofρ′, we know thatν0(x) = 0,
t1 = 0 or ẋ = 0. In particular, we have thatν0(x) + t1 × Rates(ℓ0, r0)(x) = 0.
By construction ofR (H′), we know thatg′(x) = g(x)∧r′′(x)∧ (x = 0), where
g(x) (resp. g′(x)) represents the constraints onx in the guard of the transition

e1 (resp.e′1), andr ≤
Rates(ℓ0,r0)
ts r′′. Moreover we have thatInv(ℓ0, r0)(x) =

Inv(ℓ0)(x) ∧ (x = 0). Sinceρ is a genuine run ofH′, we clearly have that(iii)
is satisfied. Points(i) and(ii) follow from the facts thatρ is a genuine run ofH′

and thatν0(x) + t× Rates(ℓ0, r0)(x) = 0, for all 0 ≤ t ≤ t1.

3. Case 3:r(x) /∈ {0=,0+}. This case is simpler than the two previous ones. The
three points(i), (ii) and(iii) follow from the facts thatρ is a genuine run ofH′.

Then, with each run ρ′ = ((ℓ0, r0), ν0), (t0, e
′
0), ((ℓ1, r1), ν1), . . . ,

(tn, e
′
n), ((ℓn, rn), νn) of R (H′) we associate the runρ = (ℓ0, ν0),

(t1, e1), (ℓ1, ν1), . . . , (tn, en), (ℓn, νn) where, for all1 ≤ i ≤ n, ei is the unique edge
of H′ that corresponds toe′i. Since the guards and invariant ofR (H′) are more con-
straining than those ofH′, the fact thatρ′ is a genuine run ofR (H′) implies thatρ is a
genuine run ofH′. �

Proof of Lemma 3

Proof. Let us first prove that, for all0 ≤ i ≤ n: νi ∈ ri. The proof is by induction
on i. For i = 0, the property holds by definition ofR (H′) and because((ℓ0, r0), ν0) is
an initial state. Assumeνi ∈ ri for somei ≥ 0, and let us show thatνi+1 ∈ ri+1. Let
g andY denote respectively the guard and the reset set ofei+1. Let ν′ = νi + ti+1 ×
Rates(ℓi) be the valuation of the variables when crossingei+1. By construction, we
know that there is a regionr′′ which is a conjunct ofg (henceν′ ∈ r′′) s.t. for all
x 6∈ Y : r′′(x) = ri+1(x). Thus, for allx 6∈ Y : ν′(x) = νi+1(x) ∈ ri+1(x).
Moreover, still by construction, for allx ∈ Y : ri+1(x) ∈ {0=,0+}. Hence, for all
x ∈ Y : νi+1(x) = 0 ∈ ri+1 too.

To conclude, the two last points of the lemma follow immediately from the con-
struction ofR (H′), as for all edgee and all variablex s.t. src (e) = (ℓ, r) and
r(x) = 0= (resp.r(x) = 0+), the constraintx = 0 (x > 0) appears as a conjunct of
e’s guard. �

3Notice that it makes sense to decouple guard according to variables since there are no diagonal con-
straints.
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